The Committee will hold its fourteenth annual review under Article 15.8 of the Agreement at its meeting on 2 November 1993. This document contains information on developments in the implementation and operation of the Agreement during the period from 26 September 1992 to 30 September 1993. Information covered by the previous review was circulated in document TBT/34.

AUSTRIA

Since the thirteenth annual review of the implementation and operation of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, Austria has made five notifications.

Since the aforementioned review, Austria received thirty-three enquiries, twenty-two of which were requests for documentation concerning twelve Austrian notifications. Six enquiries concerned TBT/Notif.93.123, five enquiries concerned TBT/Notif.93.153 and four enquiries each concerned notifications TBT/Notif.93.244 and 93.245.

Thirteen Austrian requests concerned basic documents on twenty-six notifications of other signatories.